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PHARMACOGENOMICS 
 
I. Overview: 
 
Pharmacogenomics - the study of how an individual's genetic inheritance affects the body's 
response to drugs  
 
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Goals:  

– identify genomic, genetic, and proteomic data  
–  develop associations between these data and drug response patterns 
– aid clinicians in their ability to prescribe proper medications  
– predict therapeutic efficacy – regimen (medicine, dose, frequency) 
–  predict ADRs based on genetic make-up 

 
GOAL: INCREASED PROBABILITY OF POSITIVE CLINICAL OUTCOME    

 
Pharmacogenomics can be divided into four general areas: 
 
I. Avoiding adverse drug reactions 
II. Identifying causes of disease 
III. Designing clinical trials 
IV. Treating specific diseases 

 
I. AVOIDING ADVERSE DRUG REACTIONS (ADRs) 
 
Important definitions relevant to pharmacogenomics: 
 
Mutation – an alteration of DNA sequence that is present only rarely in the population 
 
Polymorphism – an alteration of DNA sequence that is present commonly in the population  
   (>1% of the population) 

- difference between mutation and polymorphism lies only in the frequency of  
  occurrence 

 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP)  
 - a polymorphism due to a change in a single nucleotide 
 - human genome = 3  109 nucleotides 

- average frequency of 1 per 1000 base pairs = interindividual difference 3  106 base pair 
- useful for genome wide association studies 

 - can occur in coding and non-coding regions 
 - SNP in coding region may change amino acid = nonsynonymous coding SNP (cSNP) 
 - SNP in non-coding region may be in promoters, enhancers, splice sites, or other sites  
  that control gene transcription or mRNA stability 
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Drug Response Variability in the Population 
 
SNPs plus other changes in DNA (i.e. deletions, insertions, duplications, reshufflings) may affect 
an individuals response to medicines - see Figure 1 for how this would look graphically 
 

– large variability of responses to medicines across the population (Figures 1 and 2) 
– e.g. dosage regimen will vary among individuals – clinical challenge 

– many environmental factors will influence drug responses among individuals: age, 
lifestyle, health  

– heredity plays a large role in heterogeneity of drug responses in the population 
– drug metabolism enzymes are polymorphic  variability in responses: efficacy and 

ADRs 
– cytochrome P450 gene family (phase I enzyme) – many polymorphic variants – large 

gene family with nearly 60 members 
– drug metabolism genotypes: polymorphisms in drug biotransformation enzymes  

– impaired ability to effectively metabolize drugs – inactivating polymorphisms 
 increased drug bioavailability - increased risk for side effects – increased 

toxicity 
– enhanced drug metabolism – activating polymorphisms – reduced drug efficacy 

– phase II enzyme polymorphisms: examples: NAT and TPMT 
– polymorphisms in genes encoding the site of drug action (e.g. receptors, enzymes, ion 

channels, etc.)  
– reduced or enhanced efficacy and/or toxicity 

– polymorphisms in metabolizing enzymes + site of drug action = increased probability for 
variability:  efficacy and toxicity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Population Distribution.  Number of individuals for a given maintenance dose of 
drug required to achieve therapeutic efficacy. 
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Figure 2.  Consequences of polymorphisms affecting drug metabolism and receptor targets on 
drug action.  Drug effects (therapeutic and toxic effects) may ultimately be determined by 
polymorphisms in drug metabolizing enzymes and/or polymorphisms at the site of drug action 
(eg. receptor).  Genetically regulated heterogeneity in drug effects are due to genetic 
polymorphisms of drug exposure (drug metabolism) and/or genetic polymorphisms of drug 
sensitivity (site of drug action). 
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Figure 3.  Fraction of all drugs associated with metabolism by any particular enzyme belonging 
to phase I and phase II type reaction.  The relative size of each section serves to illustrate the 
fraction that each of the phase I and phase II enzymes contributes to drug metabolism.  
Polymorphisms that contribute to altered drug metabolism are indicated by sections that are 
separated from the pie chart.  Phase I enzymes are responsible for modification of functional 
groups on drugs and phase II enzymes are responsible for conjugation reactions.  Specific 
examples are discussed below.  ADH, alcohol dehydrogenase; ALDH, aldehyde dehydrogenase; 
CYP, cytochrome P450; DPD, dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase; GST, glutathione S-
transferase; NAT, N-acetyltransferase; STs, sulfotransferases; TPMT, thiopurine 
methyltransferase; UGTs, uridine 5'-triphosphate glucuronosyltransferases.   
 
SELECT EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC SLOW METABOLIZING POLYMORPHISMS:  
 
CYP2D6:   
 
phase I enzyme – metabolizes 20 - 25% of all drugs  

– first discovered to affect the metabolism of debrisoquine and sparteine  
– other classes of drugs include anti-depressants (Tricyclics), anti-arrhythmics, 

beta-blockers, neuroleptics  
– inactive in 2-10% of the population  
– enhanced toxicity to drugs that are metabolized by this enzyme  
– Roche Diagnostics - DNA sequence microarray - pharmacogenomic profiling of 

CYP2D6 
 
CYP2C9:   
 
phase I enzyme - metabolizes ~ 15% of all drugs  

– 40% of Caucasion population carry defective alleles   
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– Examples: tolbutamide, warfarin, phenytoin and nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatories   

– warfarin - anticoagulant - used to prevent clotting after a heart attack, stroke or 
major surgery – highly variable responses among individual – danger for excessive 
bleeding 

– CYP2C9 alleles account for 10% of warfarin variability  
– other variability factors – site of drug action 
– vitamin K epoxide reductase (VKORC1) – key warfarin target – clotting factor 
– 25% of warfarin variability due to VKORC1 

 
CYP2C19: 
 
Phase I enzyme - metabolizes ≈ 5% of all drugs 
Common inactive allele: CYP2C19*2 
Incidence: ~ 24% of white population has one CYP2C19* allele 
~ 33% of African American population has one copy 
~ 54% of Asian population has one copy 
Homozygote mutant ≈ 1%  
  
Drug associated ADRs: 
 
Clopidogrel (Plavix) - prodrug coverted to active metabolite 
 
Patients with two CYP2C19*2 alleles are unresponsive to this drug 
 
N-Acetyltransferase 2 (NAT2):  
 
phase II enzyme 

– inactive in small percentage of general population; Caucasian population makes up 
50% of slow acetylator phenotype 

– slow acetylator phenotype – poor conjugation 
– two mutant alleles identified – represent ~ 90% of the slow acetylator phenotypes 
– identified by restriction-fragment length polymorphisms 
– danger – increased toxicity  

- Examples: isoniazid - peripheral neuropathy  
   hydralazine - lupus  
   sulfonamide - hypersensitivity reactions 

 
Many more specific examples can be found at the web site:  www.pharmgkb.org.  At this site, 
type of drug, disease, phenotype or enzyme with links to information about pharmacogenomic 
variation. 
 
II. IDENTIFYING CAUSES OF DISEASE 
 
A.  GENOMICS: the study of the genomes of organisms 
- facilitated by completion of human genome - human genome project 
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- Possible because of technological advances (e.g. sequencing, cloning, bioinformatics, etc.) 
- markers identified - SNP map: mapping disease loci easier once family identified and 
 identifying genes near disease loci much easier 
- facilitates genome wide association studies 
- most genes encoding proteins involved in molecular pathways identified - genes cloned and 
 characterized 
- preclinical testing - animal models  physiology/pathology for link to human disease 
 
Many Diseases are directly linked to genetic polymorphisms or mutation  

–  environmental factors contribute (e.g. diet, age, lifestyle), but susceptibility is 
hereditary 

 
 i.  directly hereditary diseases: 
  Examples: Huntington’s Chorea (autosomal dominant) 
    Cystic fibrosis (autosomal recessive) 

  
ii.  environmentally dependent diseases  

– genetic component - influenced by genetic risk factors 
- polymorphism or mutation in a particular gene or genes that increases the 

risk that a person will develop a disease if exposed to certain 
environmental conditions 

– genetic association poorly understood  
- some contributing genes are known  
- regions on chromosomes have been identified  

- susceptibility loci  - associated with disease   
  Examples: Type II diabetes mellitus 
    Parkinson’s disease 
    Hypertension – 50 different genes 
    Alzheimer’s disease (late-onset; Cholesterol genes – ApoE) 
    Cancer 
 
 
B. Pharmacogenomic Therapies RECOMBINANT PROTEINS:   

– researchers have identified many useful therapeutic targets  
– not all molecular targets are amenable to classical pharmacological intervention (i.e. 

design of small molecule therapeutics)   
– with recombinant DNA technology and protein expression advances peptide 

hormones can now be routinely synthesized in the laboratory in mass production  
– recombinant protein hormones used as therapeutic agents  
– limitation - delivery 

 
Example: Epogen (erythropoietin) - used to treat chronic kidney failure on dialysis  

- stimulates production of red blood cells  
- contraindicated in patients with uncontrolled hypertension  
- caveat: delivery 
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III. Designing clinical trials: PharmacoGenomics and Drug Approval 
 
– DNA technology advances - human genome project – identify disease causing gene 
– many potential targets have been identified 
– drug development costs hundreds of millions of dollars and many years in pre-clinical studies  

– new small molecules identified in screen of compound libraries  
– additional tests to assess potency and efficacy - in vitro assays 
– "hits" tested in various animal models: in vivo potency and efficacy   
– safety concerns - drug kinetics (e.g. metabolism) and toxicology (e.g. ADRs)   
– finallt test molecules in humans – clinical trials   

o Phase I  
 human subjects  
 healthy volunteers – small sample size - usually healthy volunteers 
 safety profile and dosage levels         pharmacokinetic analysis 

o Phase IIA 
 drug tested for desired clinical effect 
 safety concerns are examined  
 relatively small sample size (100 patients) 
 costly: millions of dollars.   

o Phase IIB  
 further efficacy and dose ranging are examined 
 larger sample size  

o Phase III 
 very large sample size – hundreds - thousands of individuals 
 cost: tens of millions of dollars  
 could take years before the drug is marketed as a medicine to treat patients  

o Phase IV 
 Post marketing follow-up – adverse events –  

 advantage: potentially large sample size 
 
PharmacoGenomics and clinical trials 

– use pharmacogenetic data to determine who would be good responders 
– smaller clinical trials, less time to complete, reduce cost 
– get medicines to patients faster 
– reduce number of failed trials - focused clinical trials - greater chance of obtaining 

statistically significant results with reduced side-effects 
 
Example: lapatinib 

– small molecule inhibitor of EGFR and HER2 receptor tyrosine kinases 
– used to treat specific cancers 
– phase I trial revealed 16 of 107 individuals had diarrhea and/or skin rash - not considered 

severe to treat cancer 
– mainly metabolized by CYP3A4 and CYP3A5; some metabolized by CYP2C19 
– DNA microarray of the genes encoding these enzymes revealed association of diarrhea 

and rash with CYP2C19*2 genotype 
– 3 subjects had severe reaction; had to discontinue trial 
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– take home message: perform trial using lower dose in order for patients to tolerate drug 
 
Translation into clinical practice: 
 
pharmacogenomics  - applied to already marketed drugs  

– improve safety and efficacy – “personalized medicines” 
 

– Example: hydralazine 
– an "old" anti-hypertensive drug that fell out of favor due to availability of newer 

drugs 
– metabolized by N-acetyltransferase 2 (NAT-2) 
– recent study revealed that hydralazine may be useful in African Americans  
– often prescribed in favor of newer medicines 

Caveats:   
– unknown why African Americans respond well to hydralazine  

 many factors (genetic, environment) contribute to 
hypertension/cardiovascular disease 

– beware of adverse drug responses 
 causes excessive excretion of vitamin B6, which may lead to vitamin B6 

deficiency and neuropathies;  
 in some patients it may lead to niacin deficiency and to pellagra, a rash 

with rough looking skin 
 
IV. Treating Specific Diseases: Identifying New Therapeutic Targets 
 
DNA tests that have been used for analysis of patient samples: 

 
PCR – DNA amplification - polymerase chain reaction 

– commercially synthesized DNA primers are used to amplify specific genes or mRNA  
– useful for rapidly and accurately screening small number of genes or mRNA  
– readily allows for identification of mutations - deletions and insertions  
– may be coupled with DNA sequencing analyses 
– ideal for detecting leukemias caused by chromosomal rearrangements and viral infections 

 
FISH – fluorescent in situ hybridization - identify gene location on chromosome - useful for 

detecting amplifications, translocations 
– fluorescently labeled DNA probes are hybridized to human chromosomes to identify 

particular genes that might be in the wrong place, or might be amplified 
– useful for rapidly and accurately screening tissue samples to identify gene translocations 

or amplifications 
 
Targeted Therapeutics 
 
A. Therapeutics based on the molecular identification of disease 
 

– targeted therapy – target specific gene or gene product  
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– advantage: fewer side effects than were previously seen with broader spectrum   
  therapeutics  

– Example:  FISH is used at Loyola to examine two different genes:   
 
Example 1: Her2-Neu - human epidermal growth factor receptor 2.  

– elevated in 25 – 30% of breast cancer patients  
– FISH analysis used to identify gene amplification 
– patients with Her2 amplification are treated with Herceptin (trastuzumab) 
– humanized monoclonal antibody directed against Her2  

 used to treat metastatic breast cancer in patients who show HER2/Neu 
amplification/overexpression   

 slows disease progression and improves survival  
 used in combination with other chemotherapy agents 
 increases risk of congestive heart failure (HER2 expressed in heart)  

 
Example 2: Bcr – Abl:   

– formed by translocation between chromosomes 9q34 and 22q11  
– cause of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) 
– abnormal karyotype showing a chromosomal rearrangement due to a translocation 

designated t(9;22)  
– one chromosome 9 longer than normal and one chromosome 22 shorter than normal   
– Philadelphia chromosome (Ph) – short chromosome 22 
– recombinant DNA techniques - exact location where the translocation occurs is known 
– translocation leads to the fusion of two genes, bcr1 and abl (abl encodes is a non-receptor 

tyrosine kinase)  
– new protein formed: Bcr-Abl fusion protein  
– protein kinase: constitutive protein kinase activity  

– phosphorylates several cytoplasmic substrates, activating signal transduction 
cascades that control growth and differentiation  

– Gleevec (imatinib) - inhibits Bcr-Abl tyrosine kinase  
– reduces proliferation and activates apoptosis in the cancerous white blood cells 

associated with CML  
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Figure 4.  The Bcr-Abl translocation that produces the 'Philadelphia' Chromosome.  Schematic 
representation of metaphase spread chromosomes.  A reciprocal translocation between 
chromosome 9 and chromosome 22 results in an extra-long chromosome 9 and a shorter 
chromosome 22 containing the new fused abl-bcr gene.  By Adriano Marchese 2010 Loyola 
University Chicago. 
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